2002 Beltway Bandits
Round 3
Questions written by Kung Pao: Enter the Gerbil

"His coomb was redder than the fyn coral, And batailled as it were a castel wal"

TOSSUPS

1. In November 2001, Takako Konishi was discovered wandering around a dump in Bismarck, North Dakota.  She was later found near Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, an apparent suicide, distraught over being unable to find money left by Jerry Lundegaard  and Carl Showalter. If only the film she saw the money buried in had, in fact, been "based on a true story" as the opening titles claim. Name, FTP, the 1996 movie that drove Konishi to come to the US, an apparently too subtle piece of fiction from Joel and Ethan Coen, [in Minnesota accent] starring Frances McDormand as Marge Gunderson, don'tcha know.
ANS: Fargo

2. His novels include The Viking Funeral, The Devil's Worship, Riding the Snake, and King Con.  Born in LA in 1941, his first TV writing gig was for the LA police show Adam-12.  He was in front of the camera playing Dutch Dixon on Renegade, but helped create shows such as The Rockford Files, The Greatest American Hero, and The A Team.  Name, FTP, this prolific TV producer whose famous logo saw him throw a piece of typing paper in the air.
ANS: Stephen J. Cannell

3. It's Leisure Time Games Divison opened in 1976, utilizing the newly acquired 3M Games line.  1958 saw their first releases in a trio of games- Dispatcher, Gettysburg, and Tactics Two.  Current games offered by them include Cosmic Encounter, Acquire, Battle Cry, and Stratego Legends.  Name, FTP, this gaming company, now part of Hasbro, best known for Axis and Allies and Diplomacy. 
ANS: Avalon Hill

4. In the aftermath of the August 16, 1920 beanball death of Ray Chapman, major league baseball decreed each game should use a supply of fresh baseballs, as wear made the ball travel erratically, a factor in Chapman's death.  Facing pitcher's complaints that the new balls were too slick, Philadelphia A's coach Lena Blackburn thought of his farm near Rancocas Creek in New Jersey.  The farm was near the Delaware River banks, where a smooth and creamy substance with a fine grit was available.  Name, FTP, the resulting product, still used today to treat major league baseballs.
ANS: Lena Blackburne’s Rubbing Mud

5. The bottle, cast from a 19th century mold and cork-stoppered rather than screw-capped, comes in a satin-lined presentation box.  It combines 16 rare components, collected from islands, west and northern Highlands, and Speyside.  A gold-medal winner at the 1993 International Wine & Spirit Competition, its taste is further bolstered by aging many of the components in sherry oak, and the use of Islay and Speyside malts.  This describes, FTP, what blended Scotch whiskey so good that it got Leo McGarry to fall off the wagon on The West Wing.
ANS: Johnnie Walker Blue Label

6. Founded in 1930 by Emanuel Stolaroff, it first focused on makeup for the movies, introducing retail makeup in the late 1940s.  A 1954 business trip to Europe introduced Stolaroff to what would become his company's signature product, the brainchild of Belgian doctor Edmond Fromont.  The soap cleaned well, and was mild enough to return the skin pH to normal in 11 minutes, a minute longer than plain water.  The company changed its name to that of the soap, and later introduced hair and skin products.  Name, FTP, this California company best known for its clear brown soap.
ANS: Neutrogena

7. It first formed on the 6th of June, a small group traveling on I-10.  A police roadblock on a cloverleaf in Tulsa couldn't stop the group, then moving at 85.  Going up I-44, they got to Chicago only to find more cops and units of the National Guard.  Now numbering over a thousand members (one a chartreuse microbus), they headed for the Jersey Shore, only to find another roadblock.  Proclaiming "we just ain't a-gonna pay no toll," Rubber Duck and Pigpen hit the toll booth going 98, leading to the call "let them truckers roll, ten-four." So goes, FTP, what C. W. McCall song about a renegade group of big rigs?
ANS: Convoy

8. Built in 1971 at a cost of 35 million dollars, this stadium was dry until 1993, when it began selling beer and wine. Located on 2401 East Airport Freeway, this stadium’s parking lot was once used to show drive-in movies during the off-season. The home of the NASL’s Tornado, the stadium was originally intended to have a retractable roof, but the idea was abandoned, leading to the legend that the stadium has a roof hole to allow God to watch his favorite football team. FTP name this facility, home of the Dallas Cowboys. 
ANS: Texas Stadium

9. Born October 26, 1963 in New York, he started his career at the bottom rung, working as a production assistant at MTV before going on to create and produce Yo! MTV Raps. The director for the video of Bruce Springsteen’s "Streets of Philadelphia," he made his big-screen debut directing 1993’s Who’s the Man? Later efforts included 1999’s Life, 1994’s The Ref and 1996’s Beatiful Girls. FTP name this director of 2001’s Blow, who died during a basketball game in January 2002.
 ANS: Ted Demme

10. Ray Atlee is a law professor at the University of Virginia. His dying father, Judge Atlee, calls on Ray and younger brother Forrest, the black sheep of the family, to the ancestral home in Clanton, Mississippi, to discuss the details of the old man’s estate. But the family meeting does not occur. Judge Atlee dies too soon, and in doing so leaves a shocking secret known only to Ray. This describes, FTP, the basic plot of what 2002 novel, the latest airport read from John Grisham? 
ANS: The Summons

11. An old married couple. A girl with a backpack. A businessman. Vincent Pastore. The WVIR Dateline 29 News team. A woman waiting for a taxi. A pickup basketball game. Tiki Barber. A 2nd grade class. Hallie Eisenberg. NY Firemen. A police horse. Conan O’Brien. Blue Man Group. All of these are the recipients of a hug in, FTP, this 2001 video by the Dave Matthews Band. 
ANS: Everyday

12. Giovanni di Casanova spoke highly of a tobacco-laced one. The best known positions for this include the Sims position, in which you lie on your left side and bring your right knee to your chest, and the "knee-chest" position, where you support your body on the shoulders and knees, so your chest almost touches the ground.  The reverse Sims allows for better filling of the cecum, while standing on your head lets gravity get water into the transverse colon for a real good cleaning.  Handy information if, FTP, you ever need to give yourself what bowel-clearing procedure?
ANS: Enema

13. WARNING: THREE FIRST & LAST NAMES REQUIRED!  Their birth names are Sylvester, Winstead, and Susan, but none went by them.  She's appeared in movies grossing over $800 million since her first on screen role, a bit part in Annie Hall.  He #1 created the horse "Feitlebaum" in several Spike Jones sketches. He #2 created two of NBC's longest-running programs, though with Steve Allen and Dave Garroway at the helms.  Name, FTP, this father-uncle-daughter combo, the man behind The Tonight Show and Today, the narrator of a number of Disney cartoons, and the leading actress in Dave and the Alien movies.
ANS: Pat (first name Sylvester), Doodles (first name Winstead), and Sigourney Weaver (first name Susan)

14. As Pedro Cerrano in 1989’s Major League, he tried to kill the curveball, with the help of Jobu. As Tim Collin in 1997’s Absolute Power, he did kill Christy Sullivan, with the help of Bill Burton, but failed to kill Luther Whitney. But now in 2002, as David Palmer, he needs the help of Jack Bauer to avoid being killed himself. FTP, name this actor who portrays the targeted presidential candidate on Fox’s 24.
ANS: Dennis Haysbert

15. It seems strange that he’s a lifelong Spurs fan, considering San Antonio is his team’s division rival, but he is actually a fan of Tottenham Hotspur, the English soccer club for whom his brother Martin played. Himself a former junior national team member, he gave up soccer to focus on basketball, earning a scholarship to Santa Clara and a 1996 draft pick by Phoenix. FTP, name this first ever Canadian All-Star, #13, point guard of the Dallas Mavericks. 
ANS: Steve Nash

16. She left the Justice Society of America in Justice League of America #73, after joining in the wake of "The Case of the Patriotic Crimes."  After husband Larry Lance dies, she leaves Earth2 and returns to Earth1.  She developed a "sonic cry" from the radiation that killed Lance.  Later events include discovering she's the daugher of the original by this name,making Lance her dad; a relationship with Green Arrow Oliver Queen, who dies after they part; the loss and regaining of the sonic cry, and refounding the JSA.  Name, FTP, this bird-superheroine, also named Dinah Laurel Lance.
ANS: Black Canary

17. Needing to place a tracking station for the Star Wars defense system in the mountainous country of Parmistan, the CIA sends Jonathan Cabot in.  However, he is forced to play "The Game," which no one has won in over 900 years.  To win, Jonathan has to stay alive, and in doing so he uses the help of the Khan's daughter and a number of implements that look oddly like gymnastic equipment.  Name, FTP, this 1985 crapfest that failed to capitalize on star Kurt Thomas's Olympic glory.
ANS: Gymkata

18. Introduced in 1847 by Oliver Chase, Admiral Byrd brought 2 1/2 tons of them to the South Pole for his men to eat -- a good choice, as they aren't damaged by freezing, are stable in low humidity, and are almost all sugar.  Lemon, orange, lime, clove, licorice, chocolate, and two types of mint are the current and original flavors of what candy, cousin to the candy heart, made by the New England Confectionary Company?
ANS: Necco Wafers

19. "DOA" Derek Allen wrote and sings on many of the cuts on his 2001 album, Sketches of My Culture. The track “Stolen King” explores slavery's legacy, while "Journey" links the generations through spirituals, blues, jazz, and hip-hop. Sharing a label with Kurupt and the Reverend Horton Heat is this hardcore product of the mean streets of Sacramento, who played a central role in Russell Simmons’ 2000 Hip-Hop Summit. Although the work was released to little notice, the president of Harvard cited it as one of the main reasons this artist couldn't get any real scholarship done. FTP, name this artist, since 1994 a University Professor at Harvard.
ANS: Cornel West

20. The series began with the story "Triplanetary," published in a 1934 edition of Amazing Stories.  That story occurred outside of the series timeline, but was later retrofitted to become the first book in the series.  Another book was written to fill in the gap between the old and new first books, making Galactic Patrol, originally the first book, now the third. A major arc in the series is Kim Kinnison's growing love for Clarissa MacDougal and the growth of their children as Kinnison fights a Boskonian conspiracy. Telling the story of the epic saga between the good Arisians and the evil Eddorians, this is, FTP, what 6-book series by E. E. "Doc" Smith?
ANS: Lensman

21. He's 1 and 1 in races against humans, both players for the Rochester Red Wings.  The latest in his streak was a last place finish in a race at Penn National Race Course, finishing 33 lengths behind winner Judge Me Ladies and 20 lengths behind the sixth place horse.  Owner and trainer Felix Monseratte thus suffered his 92nd consecutive loss with, FTP, what horse believed to be the losingest thoroughbred of all time?
ANS: Zippy Chippy

22. Insurance investigator CW Briggs and efficiency expert Betty Ann Fitzgerald hate each other.  Or do they?  When he hears the word "Constantinople" or she hears the word "Madagascar," they're puppy dog in love with each other.  This hypnotic trick, done by a Brooklyn thief posing as a hypnotist named Voltan, also allows him to get Briggs to steal from houses he's made burglar-proof.  A comedic take on Double Indemnity co-starring Elizabeth Berkley, Charlize Theron, and Dan Aykroyd, name, FTP, this 2001 film starring Helen Hunt as Fitzgerald and Woody Allen as Briggs.
ANS: The Curse of the Jade Scorpion

23. It runs through parts of Lincoln and Nye counties.  It connects state highways 93 and 6, and the only real town on its length is Rachel, with a population of about 90.  What makes it notable are two things.  First, it skirts the Nellis Bombing and Gunnery Range, an Air Force installation more widely known by a nickname.  Second, it runs through an area that claims to have the higher number of alien sightings in the world.  Timed with the release of Independence Day in 1996, Nevada governor Bob Miller dubbed state highway 375, FTP, what, making it sound like an express route for UFOs?
ANS: Extraterrestrial Highway(accept state highway 375 before it's said in question)

24. His last name is Carson, and he was "born" March 13, 1961. Named for the son of Ruth and Elliot Handler, he made his first appearance at a 1961 convention. Over the years, he’s been an airline captain, lifeguard, Olympic skater and rock star. In 1992, he came with two-tone hair, a faux leather vest and a pierced ear, prompting rumors that he dumped his long-time girlfriend and swung the other way. FTP name this Mattel doll and still, we guess, boyfriend of Barbie. 
ANS: Ken

25. Types include the bass fish, male and female soccer players, surfers, hula girls, skateboarder, eight ball, smiley face, and Santa Claus.  You can plug them into your lighter, run them from your light switch, or activate them with your alarm so that you can find your car when they light up.  Name, FTP, these mostly pointless auto accessories, made by a Redondo Beach, California company of the same name.
ANS: Antenna Buddies
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1. Due to an infuriating inability to get clutch hits, or beat anybody during the month of July, the Philadelphia Phillies narrowly missed becoming only the third NL team, and sixth major league team, to qualify for the playoffs in each of the last 4 decades (1970s, 1980s, 1990s, 2000s). Five points for naming the 5 who have pulled it off, with a 5 point bonus to make the math easier for scoreboy if you get them all right.
ANS: New York Mets, San Francicso or Giants, Boston or Red Sox, New York Yankees, Oakland or Athletics 

2. FTSNOP, answer these questions about two things I got for Christmas and one I didn't.
a. FFP, I may have gotten the DVD set of all 17 episodes of this TV series. Additions include the alternate version of "Chimes of Big Ben" and an interactive map of the Village.
ANS: The Prisoner
b. FTP, I may have gotten this bacterial infection, caused by genus Neisseria, whose symptoms were memorably acted out by Cosmo Kramer.
ANS: Gonnorhea
c. F15P, I ma have gotten a copy of this Neal Stephenson novel, his first.  The American Megaversity depicted in it is very loosely based on Boston University.
ANS: The Big U

3. Given lyrics to a Nirvana song, name it FTPE.
a. FTP: A mulatto/An albino/A mosquito/My libido! 
ANS: Smells Like Teen Spirit
b. FTP: Doused in mud, soaked in bleach, as I want you to be 
ANS: Come as You Are
c. FTP: Hey wait, I got a new complaint!
ANS: Heart-Shaped Box

4. FTSNOP, name these movies based on the character played by Anthony Edwards when he still had hair.
a. FFP, in this film Edwards played Gilbert Lowell, an Adams College freshman who becomes president of the school's greek council after his frat defeats the Alpha Betas in the Greek Games.
ANS: Revenge of the Nerds
b.  FTP, Edwards played Lance, friend of John Cusack's Walter "Gib" Gibson, who sets him up with the title character, only to see Gib fall for his cross-country companion, played by Daphne Zuniga.
ANS: The Sure Thing
c. F15P, Edwards was getting a little thin up top when he played Kip Hammett, a member of the Ramsey College admissions staff, in this 1989 Savage Steve Holland film.
ANS: How I Got Into College

5.  40-30-20-10-5-1 - Name the basketball player
40 - He is not Phil Castagna.
30 - Born September 16, 1934, he was named for his father’s pocket watch
20 - After averaging 31.3 points per game at College of Idaho, he transferred to Seattle University, who he led to the
NCAA championship game in 1958.
10 - He was drafted by the Minneapolis Lakers, signed for $20,000 and saved the financially troubled franchise by winning Rookie of the Year honors and taking the team to the NBA Finals, a year after the team finished 19-53.
5 - After a Hall of Fame career with the Lakers, he became head coach of the New Orleans Jazz, and since 1986 has been GM of the Los Angeles Clippers
1 - Tucows Inc., not this man, has registered the Internet domain name www.elginbaylor.com.
ANS: Elgin Baylor

6. FTPE, answer these questions about Springfield's favorite ugly, odorous, syphilitic bartender, Moe Szyslak.
a. Moe started his boxing career with this name, which progressed to Kid Presentable, Kid Gruesome, and Kid Moe
ANS: Kid Gorgeous
b.  Trying to cash in on the theme restaurant craze, Moe changes his bar to this, only to see business plummet after cussing out a child.
ANS: Uncle Moe's Family Feedbag
c. When Homer tries to recruit Moe to his religion, Moe answers that he was born and will die in this religious practice.
ANS: Snake Handler or Church of God with Signs Following

7. Since the tournament director has asked us to be inclusive to women players by asking “floofy” questions, we will explicitly follow his guidelines and ask this bonus on teddy bears.
a. FFP, while stuffed toy bears were popular in Germany in the 1880s, the term teddy bear originated in a 1903 political cartoon by Clifford Berryman in this former afternoon rival of the Washington Post.
ANS: Washington Evening Star
b. FTP, this New England-based company is the largest teddy bear manufacturer in the US.  Their frequent radio ads tout their ability tomake a bear suited for any holiday, occasion, or life event.
ANS: Vermont Teddy Bear Company
c. F15P, founded in 1997, this company now has annual sales over $100 million, stemming from locations in over 80 malls nationwide where you can personally design and assemble your own teddy bear.
ANS: Build a Bear Workshop

8. Since first being run in 1950, the Formula 1 US Grand Prix has run at nine different venues.  Answer these questions about the venues for the stated number of points.
a. FFP, from 1950 to 1960, and starting again last year, this location that also hosts NASCAR's Brickyard 400.
ANS: Indianapolis Motor Speedway
b.  Five cities hosted the event using a street course. FTP, name any one of them.
ANS: Long Beach or Las Vegas or Detroit or Dallas or Phoenix
c. F15P, name either raceway that hosted the race before it moved to its longest-running home at Watkins Glen, New York.
ANS: Sebring International Raceway or Riverside International Raceway

9. While the heyday of the afternoon newspaper is well past, some continue on.  Answer these questions about them FTPE.
a. The current afternoon leader, with circulation just under a quarter million papers, is this Detroit rival to the Free Press.
ANS: Detroit News
b.  The Courant, the oldest continually-circulating news paper in the US, originates from this northeastern city.
ANS: Hartford, CT
c. Ohio has two papers in the top ten, the Vindicator and the Repository.  Name either city that these papers call home.
ANS: Youngstown or Canton

10. Few TV characters have been portrayed as being so socially inept as Saved By the Bell’s Screech Powers. So we would like to ask about the women in the life of Screech FTSNOP.
a.  FFP, the most frequent object of Screech’s affections was this girl, played by Lark Voorhies.
ANS: Lisa Turtle
b.  FTP, just about the only character to regularly call Screech by his given name “Samuel” was his mom, played by this longtime star of Laugh-In and Sesame Street.
ANS: Ruth Buzzi
c. F15P, one of Screech’s rare girlfriends was Violet Bickerstaff, portrayed by this actress who later co-starred in Beverly Hills 90210 with Tiffany-Amber Theissen, showing that with breast implants apparently all things are possible.
ANS: Tori Spelling

11. Given a trio of albums, name the act from Alternative Tentacles records that released them FTPE.
a. Electriclarryland, Locust Abortion Technician, Independent Worm Saloon
ANS: Butthole Surfers
b.  Free Market Fantasies: Capitalism in the Real World, Monkeywrenching the New World
Order, Class War: the Attack on Working People
ANS: Noam Chomsky
c. The Virus That Would Not Die!, Hello, Bone Head
ANS: Half Japanese

12. Name the actor given their role as a Bond baddie FTPE, or get 5 points from naming them from another role.
a. FTP: Kananga/Mr. Big in Live and Let Die
FFP: Al Giardello on Homicide: Life on the Street
ANS: Yaphet Kotto
b. FTP: Ernst Stavro Blofeld in On Her Majesty's Secret Service
FFP: Lt. Theo Kojak on Kojak
ANS: Telly Savalas
c. FTP: Elliot Carver in Tomorrow Never Dies
FFP: Juan Peron in the film version of Evita, the Engineer in Miss Saigon
ANS: Jonathan Pryce

13. FTPE, name the Disneyland attraction from deaths associated with it.
a. In 1964, Mark Maples died when, on this Alpine-themed ride, he unbuckled his seat belt and stood up as he approached a drop.  He broke his skull when landing on the tracks.
ANS: Matterhorn
b. Two people drowned trying to swim to and from Tom Sawyer's Island in this attraction.  Two more died in 1998 when the sailing ship Columbia tore out a metal cleat on a dock, the first Disney deaths not related to guest negligence
ANS: Rivers of America
c. When it opened, replacing the Carousel of Progress, a cast member was killed when she was crushed between a moving wall and a stationary wall.  This musical attraction has since been replaced by Innoventions.
ANS: America Sings

14. Given the cover of a February issue of a magazine, name the mag FTPE.
a. The title "Disney, Invader" is superimposed over a silhouette of various Disney characters raising a flag Iwo Jima-style.
ANS: Wired
b. Britney Spears shows some leg from under a red dress, while stories touted on its cover include "Your Guy's Body" and "Sleep Naked."
ANS: Cosmopolitan
c. Their "exclusive" war and destiny cover story is supported by a picture of President Bush, Vice President Cheney, and Secretary of State Colin Powell.
ANS: Vanity Fair

15. FTPE, answer these questions about distributive computer projects that can run as your screensaver.
a. Perhaps the best known one, this Berkeley-based project uses your computer to analyze signals for non-Earth communications.
ANS: Seti@Home
b.  United Drives and this chip maker co-sponsor distributed projects to find drugs to fight cancer and anthrax.
ANS: Intel
c. GIMPS is a project that searches for this class of number
ANS: Mersenne primes

16. Given the Mike Burger-written epitaph of a cancelled TV show, as found on mikeburger-dot-com, name the show cancelled during the 2001-02 season FTPE. 
a.  According to Nielsen Research, its only viewer was a Mr. Art Vandelay 
ANS: Bob Patterson
 b.   Maybe John Stamos could hook back up with the Olsen twins - this time for a loan 
ANS: Thieves
c.   The Iron Chef guys doing a sitcom would have been better.
ANS: Emeril

17. X-Men may have been a smash and Spider-Man could be boffo, but earlier film adaptations of Marvel superheroes weren’t very good. Name these Marvel film flops FTPE.
a.  Alex-Hyde White, Jay Underwood, Rebecca Staab and Carl Ciarfalio played the title characters in this 1994 Roger Corman-produced flop, which Marvel shelved in favor of a big-budget version. Now available in bootleg! 
ANS: The Fantastic Four
b. In this 1992 direct-to-video effort, Matt Salinger, playing the title hero, is thawed out after 50 years frozen in ice to once again battle his arch-nemisis Red Skull. 
ANS: Captain America
c.  This 1989 adaptation stars Dolph Lundgren as Frank Castle, a cop who becomes a vigilante assassin after his wife and kids are murdered.
ANS: The Punisher

18. Given members of a country group, name the group FTPE. If you need some of their hits, you’ll only receive five points. 
a. FTP: Randy Owen, Jeff Cook, Teddy Gentry, Mark Herndon 
FFP:  40-Hour Week, The Closer You Get, Down Home 
ANS: Alabama
b. FTP:  John Rich, Dean Sams, Michael Britt, Richie McDonald, Keech Rainwater 
FFP:  Amazed, I’m Already There, Smile 
ANS: Lonestar
c. FTP:  Duane Allen, Joe Bonsall, Richard Sterban, William Golden 
FFP:  Elvira, Bobbie Sue, Gonna Take a Lot of River
ANS: The Oak Ridge Boys

 19. Name these martial arts coin-op video games of the 1980’s and 1990’s FTPE.
a. In this 1987 Sega game, you are Joe Musashi, a good ninja who used throwing stars, hand-to-hand combat and the "Ninja Magic" button to save a bunch of pink-robed kids from a syndicate of bad guys. 
ANS: Shinobi
b.  This 1984 Data East fighter game pitted two color-coded opponents, Red and White, against each other in a tournament-style martial-arts showdown. The game also featured bonus levels, including taking on a charging bull. 
ANS: Karate Champ
c.  In this 1988 game, the two title characters had to save "President Ronnie," who was taken hostage by the evil Dragon Ninja and his henchmen. 
ANS: Bad Dudes

20. FTPE, answer these questions related to women's undergarments.
a. This type of bra has cups where the tops have been mostly removed to reveal more of a woman's, uh, natural assets.  The cups are underwired for more support, and the straps are wider apart.  It's often used when a woman wears a dress cut to accentuate cleavage.
ANS:Demibra or Decollette or Shelf or Balconette
b.  Combine a camisole and panties into one piece and you get this, which can be worn loose or snugly.  It can work as an undergarment or sleepwear.
ANS: Teddy
c. This gown gets its name from the French, meaning "garment worn while combing the hair."
ANS: Peignoir (PAY-nwahr)

21. With *NSync and the Backstreet Boys pushing into adulthood, time to see who'll replace them.  FTPE, name these new teen pop threats to make your ears bleed.
a. Their song "Put Your Arms Around Me" is boy band with a twist, as Ben, Josh, Michael, Patrick, and Marc actually play their own instruments in this new band from Lou Pearlman, sire of the Backstreet Boys and *NSync
ANS: Natural
b. The Backstreet Boys brought this woman, who opened for them this summer during their tour, onto the stage at the American Music Awards to promote her and her album Me and My Piano, as she's on their new label.
ANS: Krystal
c.  Following in the footsteps of Eden's Crush is this mixed-gender pop group, the end result of the second season of WB's Popstars.
ANS: Scene 23

22. FTSNOP, name these people who got their 15 minutes of fame (and maybe more) on the Web.
a.  FFP. "I kiss you" became an international mantra when this Speedo-wearing, ping-pong playing Turk's website became a cult hit.
ANS: Mahir Cagri
b. FTP, he is now back to living life as Mitch Maddux after spending the year 2000 living under this name as he never set foot outside of his Dallas-area condo.
ANS: DotComGuy
c. F15P, this Michigan native founded Slashdot, the site of "News for Nerds, Stuff that Matters" and now has his own website under his nom de screen.  Either real or screen name is acceptable.
ANS: Commander Taco or Rob Malda

23. 40-30-20-10-1 Name the baseball player 
40:  This man plays or played baseball. He is also not Michael Jordan.
30:  His middle name is Peralta, and he holds the major league record for most home runs hit at the start of a career without hitting a grand slam with 247. 
20:  He made his major league debut on June 16, 1989, going two-for-four against Yankee pitcher Andy Hawkins. He was traded to his current team on March 30, 1992 from the Chicago White Sox for outfielder George Bell.
10:  This Cubs outfielder hit 66 home runs in 1998, 63 in 1999 and 64 in 2001. 
1:  This man lends his name to the 3-D-O video game, Sammy Sosa High Heat Baseball. 
ANS: Sammy Sosa

24. It’s Hockey Nite in Pittsburgh. Given the first half of one of the signature goal calls by Penguins announcer Mike Lange, finish the call FTSNP. For example, if I say “Buy Sam a drink”, you would say “and get his dog one too!” 
a.  FFP: He beat him like…
ANS: a rented mule
b. FTP: Scratch my back…
ANS: with a hacksaw
c. F15P: Oh Michael, Michael…
ANS: motorcycle

25. FTPE, name the celebrity better known for something else based on their recent foray into the written word.
a. With her husband, Mark Levinson, she penned Satisfaction: the Art of the Female Orgasm.  Given the sexually predatory nature of her Sex and the City character, should we be surprised?
ANS: Kim Cattrall
b.  Available in April, her memoir Find Me not only talks about how adopting children changed her life, but will also apparently disclose that she's a lesbian.
ANS: Rosie O'Donnell
c.  At 304 pages, her Lazy B: Growing Up on a Cattle Ranch in the American Southwest is longer than all of her Supreme Court opinions.
ANS: Sandra Day O'Connor

